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“Last week, it was claimed that Syria has used nerve gas in the civil war. It has been reported that, according to tests carried out by Britain and France, medical samples
smuggled out of Syria have tested positive for the nerve agent sarin (http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/jun/04/syria-nerve-agent-sarin-uk-france)
In the podcast on the previous page, Dr Simon Cotton Honorary Senior Lecturer in Chemistry at the University of Birmingham explained the development of nerve gas and
its shady history in a special feature for RSC Chemistry World.
Dr Cotton says ‘No one planned to make a nerve agent, the German chemist Gerhard Schrader was trying to make a synthetic insecticide that would be cheaper than
nicotine. On December 23rd 1936, he obtained a clear, colourless liquid, which in even very dilute solution killed 100% of leaf lice on contact. That wasn’t all - spilling even
a tiny drop in the laboratory gave a vapour of which, as Schrader said: 'the first symptom noticed was an inexplicable action causing the power of sight to be much
weakened in artificial light. In the darkness of early January it was hardly possible to read by electric light, or after working hours to reach my home by car.' Schrader and
his assistant had to stop work for 3 weeks. Further tests on mammals showed it was far too toxic to be used as a commercial insecticide.
The German armed forces, the Wehrmacht, saw its potential as a successor to chlorine and mustard gas as a weapon. They began constructing a plant to manufacture it
in 1939, though it did not start production for over two years, partly because of the dangerous nature of tabun. At least 10 workers were killed during the plant’s operation.
By that time, Schrader had already discovered a different and more toxic nerve agent, sarin (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarin) , and the Germans began a plant to make
that too, though production did not begin before the end of the war. Fortunately, no nerve agent was used during world war two. For one thing, the Germans knew that the
principles by which nerve agents worked were common knowledge, so they assumed that the allied powers would have similar weapons too.
After world war two, both the Western powers and the Soviet Union had nerve agents, but efforts to make better ones continued. Ironically, the next discovery again arose
from pesticide research – after world war two, just as after world war one, agricultural scientists were working hard to improve crop yields. Just as Schrader was
disappointed that the pesticide he had made was too toxic for its purpose, the same thing happened when British chemists at a subsidiary of ICI developed a new
pesticide they called “amiton (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VG_(nerve_agent)) ”, which had to be removed from sale. Research was taken on by the Porton Down Chemical
Weapons Research Centre, near Salisbury, and they developed the agent known as VX. Very soon Britain renounced chemical warfare, and they did a deal with the
Americans, swapping VX for information on thermonuclear weapons.
Nerve agents like VX or sarin all work in the same way. The human body uses a molecule called acetylcholine (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acetylcholine) to transmit
nerve messages across the gaps between cells. After acetylcholine has done its job, it is destroyed by an enzyme called acetylcholinesterase. Otherwise acetylcholine
levels would build up and the nervous system would be overstimulated – you may have seen this happen when a fly has been zapped by an insecticide spray, and it lies
on its back kicking its legs. Nerve agents bind to acetylcholinesterase and stop it from working, so that acetylcholine concentrations rise to fatal levels.
Production of VX began in 1961; although it is less volatile than tabun or sarin, it is more toxic. Aerosols of VX are deadly and it can also be absorbed through the skin.
There were over 3000 fatalities on one occasion when VX was tested, but fortunately these casualties were sheep. On March 13th 1968, a jet aircraft came in over the
chemical weapons proving ground at Dugway in Utah, releasing a spray of VX during trials. Unfortunately something went wrong, and the discharge of VX killed or injured
6000 sheep grazing nearly 30 miles away in the area appropriately known as Skull Valley.
Unfortunately something went wrong, and the discharge of VX killed or injured 6000 sheep grazing nearly 30 miles away in the area appropriately known as Skull Valley.
None of the major world powers are known to have used nerve agents, but it is now believed that Saddam Hussein used sarin – amongst other chemicals - against Kurdish
citizens in Halabja in March 1988, leaving an estimated 5000 dead. The only fatality associated with VX occurred in 1994 when two members of the Japanese Aum
Shinrikyo (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aum_Shinrikyo) cult used VX to assassinate a former member of their sect.
But VX obtained much greater exposure as a member of the cast of the Sean Connery–Nicholas Cage film, The Rock. A group of renegade US Marines stole rockets
carrying VX and seized control of the former Alcatraz prison, overlooking San Francisco, threatening to launch the rockets at the city unless a ransom is paid. Cage plays
the part of a chemical warfare specialist who is part of the team charged with regaining control. At the end of the film, when the last surviving villain is trying to strangle
him, Cage thrusts the last VX-containing capsule into the villain’s mouth and hits him. The capsule breaks, killing the villain, whilst Cage injects himself with atropine, the
antidote. So VX ends up on the side of the good guys."
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